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1 Furniture and things in the home

Match the words for furniture and things you find in the home to the pictures.

a blanket a bookcase a chest of drawers a cushion a desk a fireplace a mirror a wardrobe

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

2 Electrical appliances in the home

Where do you usually find these electrical appliances? Put them into the correct categories below.

a dishwasher a fridge a hairdryer a lamp a microwave

an alarm clock an electric cooker an electric razor a toaster

In the kitchen:

In the bedroom:

In the bathroom:
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3 Prepositions of location

Complete the sentences below the pictures with the correct prepositions.

behind between in in front of next to on over/above under

1. There are cushions the sofa. 2. There are many books the bookcase.

3. There is a clock the computer. 4. There is a mat the door.

5. The bathroom is that door. 6. The fridge is the cupboards.

7. The dog is the blanket. 8. The bed is two chests of drawers.
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4 Home activities

Choose the correct verb for each action.

1. tidy your room empty/wash/tidy

2. on the sofa seat/sit/put

3. your clothes in the machine clean/wash/make

4. a shower take/make/show

5. in the bath swim/relax/calm

6. on the bed lie/buy/lift

7. the curtains relax/show/open

5 Objects in the home

Watch the video and write down what you see in the room.

Do you like the room? Why/why not?

6 Rooms in the home

Ask and answer questions with a partner like in the examples. There is sometimes more than one

place you can find this furniture.

A:Where is your fridge?

B: In the kitchen.

A:Where is your TV?

B: In the living room. And there’s also one in the kitchen.

7 Homework

Find a picture or a photograph of a room. Write down where things are in the room.

Example: There is a lamp on the bookcase.
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